Arlexitalia has been representing the innovation in the bathroom sector for more than 20 years.
A distinctive and very creative style and an excellent quality, make our products unique and recognizable in
the market.
Each product has its own story, made of ideas, research and development. Special products for the house
furniture, where the bathroom perfectly matches with the rest of the home
The passion for the bathroom – functional and beautiful -, the most suitable solution for each project, gets
carefully studied in the Company.
Arlexitalia is an environment where each product is tailored in a sartorial way, developed from an idea and a
drawing. Each detail is handcrafted and completely realized inside the Company. That’s why we can
customize our collections, letting our Customer have an unique product.

The factory is close to Venice, where art and craftsmanship are part ancient history of
our artisanal tradition, exactly as in Arlexitalia.
Today its headquarter is about 3000 square meters .

The company is developing constantly and has the cooperation of worldwide designers
with the capacity to create innovation and emotions on the market.
Well-advanced paint booth, wood numerical control machinery, assembly and production
lines are applied, in order to give the highest quality control of the product. This is typical
of the Venetian tradition.
Each product is an unique part checked by quality department . Each product comes to the
final customer together with declaration of conformity of the goods, directions for use and
maintenance.
In order to guarantee the quality of the product, each piece has been photografed and
stored on our digital archive.

Arlexitalia has a strong identity and its elegant fetaure can be seen in its products as Class, Kube, Moon,
Slide, Yumi, Cocò, U&D, Right and in the accessories collections.

Arlexitalia is successfully thanking
its handmade production, its
research and innovation.

Arlexitalia: A teamwork where everybody
brings an extra value to the process of the
new projects.

arlexitalia: simplicity and
complete sophistication

arlexitalia is a lifestyle

The Story
Arlexitalia was created in 1993.
Casually, Mariluccia Baccin became aware of a project on bathroom
furniture, which was brand new and nonexistent in the furniture market.
It’s something unique and a totally different concept, an idea she thinks may
completely change what’s been defined a “small private corner” in a
wonderful relax room, made for everybody to take care of himself.
Her dream has became reality with the creation of Arlex, a new, young and
dynamic Company.
In 1993 furniture is usually a small monobloc, white or in natural wood. But
Mariluccia decides it’s time to change, thinking about a colored bathroom.
That’s how a new era begins, the color era. For the first time, at “Cersaie” in
Bologna, the colored furniture is presented, and it’s a sudden success.
Colors as “India red, turquoise, English green” invade the market and create
a new trend.
The passion for colors and water is put inside Arlexitalia collections, always
realizing new original products with high quality and high technology.
The name Arlex comes from Harlequin, colored venetian mask who quickly
changes expression, just as our products.
As time goes by, the name’s changed in Arlexitalia to make the brand more
international and to remind that everything’s made in Italy.
We’ve patented almost all our collections, as, for instance MOON or the
recent OUD and FLOWER finishing, created through an important research
all made inside our Company and totally handmade. Each piece is unique
and gives an extraordinary result.
This is real luxury, something unique.
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